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local, but more apparent contradictions between them--conflicts between unionists and

welfare recipients, workers and environmentalists. Since capital constantly incorporates

these local contradictions its hierarchical organisations of control, both in and beyond the

workplace, its capacity to divide and conquer, isolating points of opposition and turning

them one against another is truly formidable. Paradoxically, however, although

informational capital enjoys extraordinary opportunities to overwhelm and disperse its

opponents, some of the very technological instruments it deploys to these ends also assist

counter-movements to overcome this fragmentation. It is to this process that we now turn.

Circulation I: Interactive Media

An explosive proliferation of technologies of communication, from telephone, radio

and broadcast television, through fax, video camera, VCRs, cell  phones, cable and

satellite television to computer networks, is one of--some would say the—most prominent

features of advanced capitalism today. As Fredric Jameson has observed, there is a

tendency to identify the benefits of the new media and the virtues of the free market, with

each legitimating the other—new communications technologies being praised for

accelerating economic growth, and the market exalted for promoting the free flow of

information.94 Yet there is another side to this dynamic. For amongst the new oppositional

movements whose emergence we are charting, alternative uses of all types of advanced

communication technologies are becoming a widespread and important element.

To examine this dialectic, it is necessary to move beyond analysis of the production

of commodities, the reproduction of labour-power, or the destruction of the environment,
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and look at how capital circulates in the marketplace. If it is in the workplace that capital

extracts surplus value, it is in the market that this value must be realised through the sale of

commodities.95 Marx repeatedly emphasised that capital had a tendency to integrate these

two moments in its circuit, expanding the circle of consumption to match the growing

volume of goods its produced, and decreasing the turnover time by accelerating the speed

with which goods passed from production to consumption.96

In the course of the twentieth century, these requirements have become the basis for

a massive project of social engineering--the creation of a consumer society. Capital

discovered that, as work requires a labouring subject, so the market requires a consuming

subject, a subject that needs what capital produces and believes that these needs can and

must be satisfied in commodity form. And as in production it develops automatic

machinery to reduce and control subjects in their tasks as workers, so in the market it also

finds instruments to target and direct subjects in their tasks as consumers--a task performed

by ever more sophisticated waves of media technology.

 As so many commentators have pointed out, this commercial development of the

means of communication has momentous consequences for public speech.97 Whether

through explicit editorial intervention, journalistic self-censorship, or the demographic

imperatives of advertising, market-driven media tend to filter out news and analysis

critical of capitalism. This filtration is done with a gross mesh, not a fine one, and is less

absolute than the more monolithic models of capital’s “media monopoly” sometimes

suggest.98 Competition amongst various media capitals, or frictions between media empires

and other factions of capital, not to mention the occasional refusal of individual journalists

or artists to submit to managerial control, mean that something usually escapes.
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Nevertheless, the corporate ownership of the major organs of societal communication tends

towards a situation in which, in Marx's classic formulation, "the ruling ideas are nothing

more than the ideal expression of the dominant material relationships"--in this case, an air-

brushed affirmation of the rightness and normality of omnipresent commodity exchange.99

This integration of media into capital’s subsumption of society first reached a high

level of consolidation in the era of the mass worker. Mass production and mass

consumption met in the virtuous circle of Fordism. Broadcast media became indispensable

components of this regime, deluging society with the advertising that trained the populace

in widespread consumption of standardised commodity goods. In the living rooms of North

America the radio and then the television set became the domestic entry point for the same

commodifying and conforming capitalist logic that in the factory drove the assembly line

and the time-and-motion study.100

However, the revolts of the 1960s and 1970s shattered the stability of this

arrangement. The rejection of the Fordist factory regime manifested in movements which,

as well as demanding better standards of living, asserted diverse needs for self-expression.

Social rebellion went hand in hand with experimentation in music, dress, drugs and art.

The cultural tumult of the era exploded the homogeneity of the mass market. When capital

reimposed social discipline through austerity, driving down wages and polarising incomes,

not only work but also consumption had to be restructured. One crucial element in this was

a major expansion of media industries.

From the late 1970s to the present there have appeared on the market a profusion of

new communications devices--cable and satellite TV, VCR's, camcorders, and personal

computers. Deployed beneath the mantle of increasingly concentrated, vertically and
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horisontally integrated media empires, these technologies have been announced as marking

a new era of choice, liberation, and personal fulfillment. 101 In practice, they have

accomplished two corporate purposes. First, they have provided the channels for an

explosive growth of markets for entertainment and information. Here, as on the shopfloor,

capital has advanced by harnessing the energy unleashed against it. The desire for cultural

diversity, subversively expressed in the 1960s, has over the subsequent decades been

subjected to an unrelenting commodification, converting rock music, fashion, style,

personal growth and popular culture into highly variegated zones of vertiginous

commercial development.102

This skyrocketing commodification of culture has been vital as a compensation for a

flagging growth in other sectors. In the polarised post-Fordist economy, even those who

can no longer look forward to buy a house or car can still pay for a CD or cable, while

those who already have more residences and vehicles than they need can be persuaded to

spend on computers and electronic goods. Moreover, the high rates of obsolescence that

obtain in these fields--almost instantaneous in cases of evanescent soft goods songs, films

and video, scarcely less so in the ever changing electronic equipment--means that there is

little risk of saturating markets.

Second, the new media not only create fresh cultural commodities, but also permit

extraordinary refinements in marketing other products. Here a central element in the

restructuring of capital has been a huge increase in expenditures on advertising, sales

promotions and direct marketing.103 As the Fordist mass market was fragmented by falling

wages and social polarisation, corporations sought both to internationalise sales, and to

segment them, stimulating hyper-consumption amongst the relatively thin strata of well-paid
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workers to compensate for the limited consumption capacity of the poor and unemployed.

New media systems, such as cable and satellite television channels are eminently suited to

this purpose. They both enlarge audiences (sometimes on a potentially global basis) and

make possible this ever more precise targeting of consumers differentiated by taste and

income.

This prospect is enhanced by the promise of various kinds of `interactive’ media--

systems such as computerised video-on-demand or teleshopping, which, unlike

unidirectional broadcasting, involve some degree of two-way transaction between receiver

and transmitter. One common but under-publicised feature of such systems is their capacity

to transmit back to the corporate provider detailed information about consumers' identities,

location, consumption habits, and daily schedule.104 Integrated with other electronic traces

left by point-of-sale devices, credit card scanning, billing and subscription records and

direct polling, this allows the compilation of comprehensive profiles of consumer

behavior. Such data then forms the basis for the highly targeted, demo- and psycho-graphic

micro-marketing required by the increasingly stratified and hierarchical organisation of

consumption. Furthermore, this data can be fed back into systems of flexibly-specialised

production and just-in-time inventory control designed for rapid response to shifting market

conditions. Interactive media thus hold out the promise of what Kevin Wilson terms "a

truly cybernetic cycle of production and consumption."105

The implications of this situation were perhaps best recognised two decades ago

when Dallas Smythe suggested that the watchers of TV, in "learning to buy," effectively

"worked" for advertisers.106 Electronic capital's expanding media reach meant it exploited

not just labour power in the factory but also "audience power" in the home.107 As the home
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entertainment centre becomes the conduit not only for an incoming flow of corporate

propaganda but also for an outgoing stream of information about its viewers, this analysis

grows in credibility. The level of surveillance in the home tends toward that already

experienced in the workplace, and the activity of the waged "watchman" in the automatic

factory, described by Marx, becomes integrally linked with the unpaid "watching time"

which s/he passes in front of the television.108 The rate of surplus value extraction,

dependent on the exploitation of labour power, and the velocity of circulation, dependent

on the carefully targeted consumption capacity of the media audience, merely measure

different moments in a continuous, overarching, internally differentiated but increasingly

unified process of valorisation.

However, analyses such as Smythe's often assume capital's intended exploitation of

audience-power is fully successful. From my perspective, the more interesting question is

how it fails. If audience power is today analogous to labour power, then it too is a

disobedient subjectivity that evades, resists, and reshapes technological controls. There is

now extensive evidence that viewers, listeners and readers do not passively accept

hypodermic injection with narcotic messages, but are rather active agents who engage in

thousands of little lines of flight and fight--from turning off advertisements to the

oppositional reinterpretation of programs and the creation of micro-networks of

decommodified cultural activity.109

 At the very time when innovations in communication are becoming the basis for

vast commercial empires, there is apparent an opposite tendency that flouts the logic of the

market. People are using the new technologies to get or give out information for free:

reproducing, transmitting, sampling and reconfiguring without respect for commercial
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property rights. This is known as `piracy.' And it is prevalent. As access to the new

communication machines becomes more and more thoroughly socialised, we see a wave of

photocopying, home taping, bootlegged videos, copied software, zapping, surfing,

descrambling, and culture jamming. Moreover, an increasingly wide variety of groups and

movements are using this generalised availability of communication technologies not

simply for individual but for collective purposes.

This manifests in the development of `alternative' or `autonomous' media.110 Such

experiments first blossomed during the 1960s and 1970s in a wave of radio-activism,

guerrilla video, and public access cable movements.111 Despite enormous difficulties they

have persisted. Radio-activism has continued and spread, reinvigorating itself in North

America by the proliferation of inexpensive, low power, and usually illegal microwatt FM

broadcasting by ghetto communities, squatters and the homeless.112 Oppositional video-

making has passed from the avant-garde to common practice amongst social movements.113

New areas of activism have opened around television, with the attempts in the US and

Canada to create and sustain public access cable--a medium whose political potential has

been developed by the Paper Tiger Television collective and its satellite broadcasting

Deep Dish project.114 Lack of resources mean that in most cases the reach of such

experiments is limited and their aspirations only very partially realised. But, however

raggedly, alternative media do posit something different from, and opposed to, capital's

mobilisation of "audience power."

Corporate interactivity is ratificatory: it posits dialogue only within the preset

limits of profitability. Autonomous media, on the other hand, are, as Rafael Roncaglio puts

it, "alterative"--probing the limits of established order.115 Their practice often includes
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projects of self-representation, involving subjects in the definition and documentation of

their own social experience. They attempt to overcome the restrictions of technical

expertise characteristic of capital's division of labour. They experiment with forms of

collective ownership. Above all, alternative media often give a voice to precisely those

who are excluded or silenced by the commercial logic of market-driven information

industries--either because they are not demographically desirable or because they are

politically suspect.

 Thus, looking back for a moment at the Los Angeles riots of 1992, one remarkable

aspect of the uprising was the degree to which the insurrectionaries were able to turn some

elements of capital’s high technology surveillance and media apparatus to their own

advantage.116 The uprising was, of course, ignited precisely by a classic instance of

counter-surveillance --George Halliday's videotaping of Rodney King's beating, and the

recording of incriminating police radio conversations. But even before the rebellion, its

idiom of anger had already been disseminated by the high-tech cultural inventions of the

ghettoised community--hip hop and rap, music whose political significance was neatly

demonstrated by President Clinton’s subsequent public attack on rap artist Sister

Souljah.117

During the riot, the omnipresence of the corporate media, covering the most

televised urban uprising in history, had an ambiguous effect: although its representations

frequently demonised and distorted the motives of the insurrectionaries, it could not

entirely avoid giving voice to their outrage.118 Simultaneously, a variety of autonomous

media, ranging from microwatt radio stations in ghettoised neighborhoods--such as the

famous Zoom Black Magic Liberation Radio--to computer networks connecting activists in
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North America to others in Europe, spread a wider range of news, analysis and debate

ignored by mainstream media.119 All this contributed to the circulation of supporting riots

and demonstrations in Atlanta, Cleveland, Newark, San Francisco, Seattle, St. Louis, and

Toronto, and to the perception of the riot as an indictment of the social policies of the Bush

administration.120

Autonomous media have also played a significant part in less explosive but more

protracted forms of struggle, such as the new waves of labour activism. In Los Angeles

again, in an episode sometimes referred to as "the riot that didn't happen," Latino and

Chicano janitors and maids fighting for a first contract in the hotel industry won a

significant victory by threatening to circulate video evidence of abysmal working

conditions to potential convention guests.121 In Las Vegas, workers involved in struggle

with the entertainment giant MGM used similar “guerrilla media” tactics.122 The use by

trades unions of video and film for activist training, worker self-education and public

campaigning has become commonplace. In various US and Canadian cities, this media

activism has to the establishment of regular labour programming on community cable and

radio stations.123 This sort of activity is systematically fostered by organisations such as the

Labor Video Project, which also works to connect North American efforts in this field to

similar initiatives globally.124

These examples are only a part of a much wider circle of oppositional media

activities. Other instances that could be cited, some of which will be examined in later

chapters of this book, include the efforts of alternative media during the Persian Gulf War;

the mobilisation of support for political-activist prisoner Mumia Abu Jamal, accomplished

almost entirely through alternative radio, press, video and computer links; the Vancouver-
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based `Adbusters' attempt to infiltrate commercial channels with "subvertisments”; and the

international computer networking associated with the transcontinental opposition to the

North American Free Trade Agreement, the Zapatista revolution and the campaign against

the Multilateral Agreement on Investment.125

Indeed, surveying the scope of this dissident media activity, it appears that capital,

in developing its media apparatus, has let the genie out of the bottle. Just as, by

computerising the factory, capital has not so much destroyed labour as dispersed it out into

the wider social sphere, so by wiring the household it has not necessarily consolidated

control over audiences. Rather, in its drive to extend the scope of the market, it has so

thoroughly disseminated and made familiar the technical means of communication as to

open the door to a series of individual and collective reappropriations. This means that on

occasion corporate control can be interrupted, and spaces opened within which a

multiplicity of social movements, all in different ways contesting the dominance of the

market, can be connected and made visible to each other. New information technologies

therefore appear not just as instruments for the circulation of commodities, but

simultaneously as channels for the circulation of struggles.

Circulation II: Struggles in Cyberspace

Today, some of the most dramatic manifestations of this contradiction appear in

cyberspace, that notional dimension constituted by flows of electronic data within

computer networks. In post-Fordist capital, these digital flows are used by “virtual

corporations” to link automated machines to just-in-time inventory systems, connect

dispersed production sites, accumulate and mine data about consumer tastes and habits, and


